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FOR CITY COUNCIL MEETING OF:

March 28, 2000 (evening)

SUMMARY: The report "Regional Retail Market Study: Citywide, North Natomas, and
Downtown" dated December 9, 1999 by Economic Research Associates, was released to
the public on December 20, 1999. The purpose of the Retail Market Study was threefold:
•
•

•

Identify nationwide retail market trends and issues, and determine the level of
"destination" retail development which the region can support.
Analyze the proposed retail developments for North Natomas and the related impact
on the approved Community Plan, and provide an objective analysis' of the Plan's
Guiding and Implementing Policies for future retail development.
Analyze the future of the Downtown as a "destination" urban retail entertainment
center and develop recommendations to guide development in the implementation
of the Downtown Redevelopment Project Area's five year strategic plan.
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The study provides policy makers with recommended policies based on appropriate
technical information and data with which to evaluate specific retail developmentproposals.
The consultant's report includes 8 major recommendations. After review and as the
subject of the Planning Commission public hearing, the recommendations were modified
by staff and the Commission. These modified recommendations are attached to this staff
report and should be-the focus of the public review and City Council action.
VOTE OF PLANNING COMMISSION: On February 10, 2000, generally byl a vote of six
ayes, two abstentions, and one absent, the Planning Commission recommended approval
of the retail market strategy as per the attached.
BACKGROUND: During 1999, North Natomas and the Downtown became the focal point
for a number of retail development proposals. Simultaneously, Downtown Development
was updating its five-year strategic plan for the Downtown Redevelopment Project Area.
Staff was, and still is concerned about the potential impact of these new development
proposals on the existing retail areas of the City, the City's plans for the development of
the North Natomas, and the need to ensure the health of the Downtown as the Region's
destination entertainment/retail center.
The North Natomas Community Plan identified over 270 acres for commercial development
to meet the neighborhood, commercial, and regional shopping needs of North Natomas
and the region. A critical element of the Plan was the development of the thirteen (13)
villages which would provide the retail, recreational, employment, and housing needs of
the residents.
The City has also committed substantial human, economic, and financial resources
towards the redevelopment of Downtown Sacramento. Examples include Old Sacramento,
the Downtown Plaza, K Street Mall, a renovated central library, State and Federal office
buildings, an expanded Convention Center and three hotels.
The City also contains several older neighborhoods with older commercial corridors which
are integral to maintaining the quality of life enjoyed by the residents of these communities.
The City would like to replicate these older neighborhoods in North Natomas^ each with its
own viable commercial area. However, the proposals for additional power centers in North
Natomas are inconsistent with the land use designations for these areas.
Given the level of retail interest, the City needs to understand the implications of the
various proposals to address the question of, "How do we support and encourage livable
neighborhoods while maintaining and supporting sustainable levels of retail development
given the current and projected population growth?"
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As a first step towards achieving this goal, staff will work with the appropriate development
entities to develop the appropriate building programs and achievable timetables for their
respective projects, consistent with the recommendations set forth in the subject study.
The Retail Market Study generally concluded that:
The City of Sacramento over the next 20 years will demand about 2.2 million square
•
feet of floor-space in multi-tenant retail centers.
The total proposed supply of square footage for retail exceeds the market demand.
•
The distinctions between regional centers, power centers, community, centers, and
•
neighborhood centers are blurring as developers seek to capture a mix of regional
supermarket chains, discount department stores, home improvement6hains, office
supply, and cineplexes.
Amendments
to the General Plan to accommodate proposed additional power
•
centers will both dilute and intercept the viability of the planned community and
neighborhood centers
The
City should consider supporting additional regional proposals to the extent that
•
the proposals are non-competitive with planned/designated retail developments.
On the date of January 6, 2000, the Planning Commission conducted a four hour public
workshop to discuss the findings, conclusions and recommendations of the Retail Market
Study. The principal consultant, Dave Wilcox of Economic Research Associates,
summarized the findings, conclusions and recommendations of the study. At least 13
members of the public testified at this workshop. Public testimony provided a wide range
of comments from downtown stakeholders (Westfield Plaza, Mills Corp., Downtown
Partnership), Natomasstakeholders (residents, E. J. Plesko, and Natomas property owners
with vacant designated retail sites), and local experts in the retail marked In addition,
written materials were submitted by Taylor, Hooper & Wiley (representing Opus West),
Dayton-Hudson (Target), Ingemason Enterprises, Cleve Livingston, CB Richard Ellis, and
Sacramento Regional Transit.
At the conclusion of the workshop, the Planning Commission directed staff to report back
with a list of policy choices to guide the Commission through its process of forwarding
recommendations to the City Council. The Commission also directed staff to discuss how
any factual inaccuracies or omissions in the consultant's report could be incorporated. The
Commission continued the item to February 10, 2000.
On February 10`h, the Planning Commission received additional written mlaterials from:
Natomas Community Association, Donahue-Schriber, Marcus Lo Duca, Ray Tretheway,
Capital Station District, supporters of Westfield, McDonough Holland & Allen, and Kay
Knepprath. The Commission took several hours of additional testimony, accepted the ERA
report, and recommended approval of the retail market strategy (see attached).
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW: The proposed retail policies are exempt from environmental
review pursuant to State EIR Guidelines (CEQA Section 15061[b][3]). These policies
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propose no change in land use designation or intensities. Each retail proposal shall be
considered on its merits and subjected to CEQA analysis.
FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS: Retail development represents a substantial component
of the City's revenue stream. The proposed policies attempt to balance the desire to
expand the retail supply against the need to protect the existing supply of built retail and
designated land for future retail.
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS: The retail analysis provides information to as'sist the City in
making decisions on proposed new retail development. The analysis is also intended to
review existing adopted policies, such as the North Natomas Retail Policies (May 3, 1994)
and the Power Center and Big Box Retail Policy (February 13, 1996) to dete ^mine whether
or.not they are effective and appropriate given current market conditions. In addition, the
analysis is intended to assist in guiding development of the retail component of the City's
strategy for downtown redevelopment.
The work of the consultant also supports the efforts of the new Economic Development
Department by providing a source of quantitative data as it develops a strategic plan for
the "Neighborhood Commercial Revitalization Areas" and Downtown and Richards
Boulevard Redevelopment Project Areas.
ESBD PROGRAM: There are no services or supplies purchased with this action.

Respectfully submitted,
C ^
W e-Z
STONEHOUSE
GARY
Planning Director

ANDREW J.- PLESdA
Economi ,D^velopment Manager
` FOR CITY COt9NCIL INFORMATION:
ROBERT P. THOMAS
CITY MANAGER
THOMAS WLEE
Deputy City Manager
Page Attachments
Recommendations Supporting Retail Development in The City of Sacramento
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Amended by Planning Commission 02/10/00
Attachment A

RECOMMENDATIONS SUPPORTING
RETAIL DEVELOPMENT IN THE
CITY OF SACRAMENTO
1. Encourage North Natomas Community Centers development first phases ( entitlements) to
commence construction in the very near future.
FACTS: "Nearly 2.4 million square feet of proposed regional, power center, and community
center retail.space in.six projects are proposed or will be submitted for consideration by the
City. The analyses by the consultant strongly suggest that the City should support the
developers of the first two community centers which have been proposed by DonahueSchriber and by the Lewis Group, both on the north side of Del Paso Road, botli servicing the
residential communities presently coming into new construction. Both developers should
"prove up" their entitlements, and commence development activity in the very near future. If
they do not, the initiative may pass away from them to others who are positioned to intercept
these community centers and to dilute the future marketability of such community centers."
(pp. VII-1,3).
North Natomas Town Center (Lewis Operating Group): On 11/10/99, an application (P99137) was submitted for schematic plan entitlements to develop a 47 acre commercial area
which includes 233,000 sqft retail buildings (including a 52,000 sqft grocery store, two main
retail buildings with 23,364 and 15,688 sqft floorplates, respectively), a 2600 seat cinema,
approximately 40 multiple family units mixed into the retail, and 62,000 sqft of office.
Park Place (Lennar/Donahue-Schriber): On 01/18/00, an application (P00-008) was
submitted for special permits to develop the first 11 acres of a designated 40 acre shopping
center. This first phase includes a 63,800 sqft market, 22,200 sqft retail shops, fast food, gas
station for a total of 102,000 square feet of commercial space.
The North Natomas Community Plan provides the following guidance: "A typical tenant in
the transit commercial center might be a florist, dry cleaners, ice cream shop, bakery, beauty
shop, coffee shop, deli, etc. The community commercial site is more intended to serve the
durable goods needs of the community. A typical tenant in the community commercial site
might be a homeimprovement-center; furniture store, junior- department store or discount
variety store. Approximately 46,000 residents on the east side of 1-5 are served by this
community commercial center."
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"The distinctions between power centers and community centers are blurring as evelopers
seek to capture a mix of regional supermarket chains, discount department stores (e.g.,
Target), home improvement chains (Eagle, Lowe's), office supply, and cineplexes" (Table II1 of NN Retail Analysis). Exhibit A-1 (from pp. 26-27) summarize retail land use categories
in North Natomas.
ANALYSIS:
The North Natomas Community Plan defines locations and sizes of retail uses; the City needs
to refine the nature and uses within the planned Natomas Community Retail Centers, both in
the early phases of development and at full development. It is important that the planned uses
be given the opportunity to develop in accordance with the Plan. This includes the two retail
centers that anchor the town center. It is important to protect these developments from
intercepts; the retail development that are consistent with the Plan should not bel subjected to
additional risk.
It is reasonable to phase the Special Permits to construct the retail facilities based on
community population and employment benchmarks. It would not be reasonable to expect
the community retail facilities to be forced to protect their positions by building too far in
advance of actual demand. If after these benchmarks have been reached, the planned centers
fail to perform, then staff might be more receptive to rezones to commercial in other
locations.
POLICY IMPLEMENTATION OPTIONS:
The Community Plan could be amended to provide for phasing of the retail development.
The phasing scheme could require performance (developing and opening retail uses) and
could provide confidence (additional competitive rezones will not be supported until certain
times have elapsed.).

2. Discourage commercial rezones that are inconsistent with the North Natomas Community
Plan, unless those projects offer desirable and differentiated true regional retail specialties
that do not compete with designated community commercial sites in North an^d South
Natomas.
,FACTS: The-South Natomas Community Plan designates approximately 230 acres for retail
development, of which about 101 acres are currently vacant. In total, the 230 acres are
expected to generate 2.1 million square feet of retail space, of which just over 1.0 million
square feet are undeveloped.
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Planned retail centers in South Natomas on the west side of 1-5 include 47 acres of
undeveloped retail sites plus about 10 acres of vacant pad sites at the two commercial centers
straddling Gateway Oaks Drive on the south side of West El Camino Avenue. Staff expects
that a portion of this undeveloped space will be absorbed once the West Natomas residential
subdivisions build out.
Retail centers in South Natomas east of 1-5 include several developed centers in the 9-14 acre
range plus some smaller centers at major intersections. Vacant sites include about 25 acres of
highway commercial property at Northgate/Rosin Blvd., 10 acres at NW corner orthgate/
San Juan, and vacant sites in the Northgate Boulevard Special Planning District.l
In total, the North Natomas Community Plan designates 274 net acres of commercial use (not
including retail uses included within the Employment Centers. The details of commercial
centers proposed for North Natomas are attached as Exhibit A-1.
ANALYSIS: "Each resident generates a demand for approximately 30 square feet of retail
floor area, with approximately 21 square feet per capita devoted to multi-tenant shopping
centers. Within the 21 square feet per capita, 9.1 square feet per capita are within regional &
super-regional centers, and 11.7 square feet per capita are within community & neighborhood
centers.

"The North Natomas community will demand about 983,000 square feet of additional retail
floor area over the next 20 years." (P. 111-5 of NN Retail Study). "Based on population
growth forecasts for the North area of the City, 1.3 million (versus 2.4 million presently
proposed) square feet of multi-tenant retail centers from the year 2000 forward to 2020." (P.
VI-4, 7 of Regional Retail Study). The City of Sacramento in its entirety will demand about
2.2 million square feet of floor space in multi-tenant retail centers. Staff conclu^des that the
total proposed supply of square footage for retail exceeds the market demand.
The retail market is evolving with an increasing share of retail space is being devoted to "shop
for value" stores, at the expense of malls and factory outlet stores. Staff believes that "shop
for value" stores can locate within the context of community scale shopping centers (i.e., 2040 acres) and do not necessarily require location within a regional center or cluster.
Freeway adjacency and visibility can attract portions of the demand that would otherwise be
captured by community scale centers. Community scale centers can be aggressively
threatened by "intercept" positioning of both power centers and big box warehouse stores."
(P, IV-4 of Regional Retail Analysis)., "Further General Plan changes to accommodate
proposed additional power centers will both dilute and -intercept the viability of the planned
community and neighborhood centers" (Table 11-1 of NN Retail Analysis). "If the City were
to allow the Plesko power center to be built, it would act as an intercept..., and would also
probably represent retail tenant types ...which compete with community centers." (P. 11-2 of
7
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NN Retail Analysis). "Should the City allow the Plesko proposal for an additional power
center, it is likely that the community centers would not be built out, and that the Community
Plan would be open to additional incremental changes which might cumulatively change the
overall context of multiple residential communities internally served by the distribution of
community and neighborhood shopping/retail centers." (P. 11-3 of NN Retail Analysis).
Freeway adjacency and visibility can attract portions of the demand that would otherwise be
lost or "leaked" to large centers elsewhere in the region. "If Sacramento is to capture larger
portions of regional retail business volumes, it will need to utilize its strengths as the regional
center and its freeway frontages for assembly of well differentiated regional retail specialties."
(P. VI-7). The future opening of the Roseville Galleria, as well as openings of other large
power centers in Folsom, Roseville and Rocklin have and will substantially re-orient traffic
away from Arden Fair Mall and Downtown Plaza. (P. VI-9)
POLICY IMPLEMENTATION RECOMMENDATIONS:
Staff believes that it is incumbent upon an applicant for rezone to bring forward uses
consistent with the overall plan. Staff is, therefore, willing to consider regional retail
specialties that are not otherwise likely to provided in a community commercial center.
Examples of these retail specialties might include auto malls and themed center s.
The property proposed for development by Plesko interests and the Fong Ranch, as well as
the property on the south side of 1-80 all need to be evaluated as opportunity space for a
collection of regional specialties which can have sustained and highly incremental business
volume potentials.
. In summary:
•"The City should follow a program of encouraging the community-scale centers which lie
close to the developing residential properties in the northerly part of North Natomas as its
first priority. This policy will deliver a clear message of commitment to the quality of
those new residential neighborhoods and the viability of the Community Pan upon which
major investments are being made by residents of Sacramento." (P. VI-3 of NN Retail
Analysis).
•"Employment Center designations should not be flipped toward retail uses unless
significant long-term sustainable regional retail attractions become unique opportunities
because of the freeway adjacent locational opportunities." (P. VI-2 of NN Retail
Analysis).
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•

The City should continue its policy of reviewing each application on its on merits; the
City should not enact a prohibition (or "deferral") against any rezones or plan
amendments as was suggested in the North Natomas Retail Analysis on the first bullet of
page 11-3.

3. Encourage and facilitate the revitalization of K Street as an active retail address by
facilitating expansion of Downtown Plaza east of 7' Street. Focus on retail, 'dining and
entertainment to enhance the position of Downtown Plaza and the K Street Mall as a
regional attraction.
ANALYSIS
A long-standing goal of the City's redevelopment plan for downtown Sacramento is the
revitalization of K Street as the City's primary retail location. To that end, the City has
invested considerably in efforts to both enhance the retail environment (Downtown Plaza
expansion, Crest Theatre renovation, Imax and Esquire Grill) and to bring additional foot
traffic to the vicinity (Esquire Tower, Convention Center expansion, Hyatt Hotel, Sheraton
Hotel). The recently released draft Merged Downtown 5-Year Implementation Plan and
Strategy reaffirms the K Street District as the primary location for new retail, dining and
entertainment activity.

The City is now finally realizing a return on its investment, with new retailers expressing
interest in locating on the K Street Mall. In addition, Westfield, in cooperation with David S.
Taylor, has expressed an interest in creating a strong retail connection between Lot A to K
Street via 71h Street, and then further expanding their retailing activities along K Street
between 7`h and 91h. New retail, dining and entertainment uses on K Street, potentially
,including a new multi-screen cinema, would help bridge the gap between the successful
eastern and western portions of K Street.
POLICY IMPLEMENTATION RECOMMENDATIONS
A. Require demonstration of substantive progress on K Street revitalization during the time
allotted to Westfield-Taylor in the Lot A Exclusive Right to Negotiate* agreement,
including:
(1) Completion of a conceptual design plan for 7`h Street linkage and expansion
of Downtown Plaza east of 7`h Street
(2) Evidence of tenant commitments, including commitment from multi-screen
cinema operator
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(3) Evidence of site control for expansion area
(4) Evidence of commitment of financial resources for expansion
(5) Commitment from Westfield to a plan for enhancement of existing
Downtown Plaza to enhance its role as a regional attraction
(*Note: the Exclusive Right to Negotiate applies only to proposed construc^ion on Lot
A.)
B. If only one movie multi-screen cinema is deemed to be economically viable within the
Central Business District, commitment from the City to the K Street location as a priority
in accordance with the recommendations described above.
C. Encourage and facilitate infrastructure improvements, if needed, to support successful
retail activity.
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4. Assemble land in the K Street District to facilitate development of new retail, commercial
and mixed-use residential projects.
ANALYSIS:
In order to influence the tenant mix and quality of new projects on K Street, the^ City must
exert control over some of the initial projects. In addition, many parcels are of irregular
shape or size, or lack alley access. Owning land and assembling developable parcels is the
clearest way to chart the course of development. The City is in the best position to assemble
parcels to address these issues, which might otherwise result in under-use of property.
POLICY IMPLEMENTATION RECOMMENDATIONS
A. Focus redevelopment activities on property acquisition
B.

Work with existing property owners to establish appropriate retail mix

5. Encourage and facilitate the development of the Union Pacific Railyards for'a mixture of
urban scale uses (retail, residential, office and public) that are complementarty component
to the Central Business District.
ANALYSIS
The 240-acre Union Pacific Railyards, which sit immediately to the north of the CBD, present
a vast potential for increase of Sacramento's urban area, and a unique opportunity to shape the
future of downtown Sacramento. Infrastructure issues, including the potential relocation of
the UPRR and relocation of the Amtrak depot, construction of a street system that crosses
over or under the mainline, and ongoing toxic remediation, however, complicate the future of
the Railyards. Given the nature and significance of issues that must be address, -d, Railyards
development must occur in partnership with the City and other public entities that may
contribute to and are affected by its redevelopment.
The Mills proposal for the Railyards is exciting in that it envisions a mixed-use' environment
with a significant component of housing. The retail component of the Mills is also interesting
-given the company's demonstrated ability to creating unique- retail environmen^ s that appeal
to more youthful patrons, and the firm's commitment to "cutting edge" retailers.
Caution must be urged, however, in considering development of the Railyards. The site's
proximity to important niches in downtown Sacramento stipulates that its redevelopment
11
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occur in a manner that is supportive of adjacent uses. New retail development inust be
compatible with the existing Downtown Plaza market, and the retail, dining and entertainment
promise of the K Street mall. The proposed concentration of retail use is more dense than is
typically observed in "urban village" environments, and it is essential to confirm that the level
of retail is compatible with the planned residential environment. Proposed tenant types
should also be considered in light of existing and planned tenancies elsewhere within the
CBD so that potential overlap and competition can be avoided.
POLICY IMPLEMENTATION RECOMMENDATIONS
A. Coordinate with Union Pacific to develop a building program that creates d vital and
complementary component of the CBD
B. - Encourage densification of planned housing to help create the critical mass of residential
population in the CBD to support downtown retail
C.

Focus retail uses on those that cannot likely occur in the K Street district (11, K and L
Streets between 311 and 15`'' Streets), but that are complementary to the CBD.

D.

Focus on physical and thematic linkage to Downtown Plaza, Old Sacramerito, Alkali Flat;
set the tone for development program for remaining +/- 200 acres

E.

Facilitate required amendments to adopted planning documents

F.

Facilitate required infrastructure improvements consistent with land use plans.

6. Encourage and facilitate additional first-class office space development and 'residential in
both the Central Business District and the Richards Boulevard area in order to create
additional employment and resident concentrations that will support existing and planned
retail and commercial uses.
ANALYSIS:
Office workers and residents form the core population that supports downtown retail. It is
essential that new office development in downtown Sacramento be centered on the K Street
District (the "18-block incentive zone," per the Sacramento Urban Design Plan) to support its
planned revitalization for retail, dining and entertainment. To the extent. that new officeusers
require "suburban" environments (i.e., large floor plates and ample parking) and cannot pay
Class A rents, they should be encouraged to locate in the Richards Boulevard area. The
Richards Area, with the planned 7`h Street extension, is located in sufficient proximity to the
CBD to also play a supportive role.
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Residential development is also a cornerstone of a successful downtown. Thei market for
downtown residential development has improved greatly over the last several years, but still
requires public encouragement and facilitation.
I
POLICY IMPLEMENTATION RECOMMENDATIONS
A. Facilitate development of an additional 900,000 square feet of office space (Class A) in
the K Street District in the next five years, including catalyst sites such as Metro Place,
Lot A, 15`h and L, and 10`h and J
B.

Work with the State of California and other large plate office users to encourage backoffice development in the Richards Boulevard area.

C.

Use City-owned property assets for office development including Lot A ahd Metro Place

D. Promote and facilitate development of State East End Project
E.

Promote and facilitate development of new housing, including the Ca1PERS R Street
project, the CADA warehouse, and others

7. Encourage and facilitate the repositioning and potential expansion of Arden Fair Mall in
order to maintain and enhance its place in the regional retail market as the City's superregional shopping mall.
ANALYSIS
Arden Fair Mall is located on the north side of Arden Way between the Capito'l City Freeway
and the Alta Arden Expressway. The mall was originally constructed in 1957, and underwent
a major expansion and renovation in 1990, increasing its size to approximatel I 1.1 million
square feet. Arden Fair Mall is the single largest sales tax revenue generator in the City of
Sacramento. Therefore, it is in the City's best interest to ensure its ongoing viability, and to
assist in preserving and enhancing its position as the region's premier super-regional
shopping center. Repositioning Arden Fair is especially important in light of the increasing
success of e-commerce and development of new regional retail centers in South Placer
County (i.e., Roseville Galleria, opening Fall 2000).
Arden Fair Mall draws its patronage from a dense concentration of nearby residences, and
will continue to do so as long as it is aggressively pursues strategies that maintlain its market
leadership. These strategies include potential expansion, construction of additional parking,
and improved traffic access.
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In January 2000, the City Council authorized preparation of a traffic study for Arden Way that
addresses the following:
•

Traffic impacts from potential commercial retail development on Arden Way between
Harvard and Alta Arden/Ethan intersections.

•

Preferred plan for improving on-site circulation, ingress and egress at Ard'en Fair Mall

•

Possible modifications to freeway ramps on the Capitol City Freeway

•

Evaluation of other feasible mall access alternatives

POLICY IMPLEMENTATION RECOMMENDATIONS
A. Assist Arden Fair Mall owners in addressing traffic, circulation and parkirig issues in
order to accommodate mall repositioning and potential expansion.
(1) Define potential near-term and long-term improvements
(2) Focus on Arden Way from Havard to Alta Arden, considering existing and planned
development on Arden Way and potential impact to neighborhood to the north
(3) Address potential additional ingress/egress to Arden Fair Mall by Ardi n Way or
other means
(4) Coordinate with Caltrans regarding potential improvements to freeway access
8. Promote and facilitate development of key public improvements to facilitate private sector
investment and development. These include access improvements serving South Natomas,
North Natomas, and North Sacramento, the CBD, the Richards Blvrl area, and Old
Sacramento.
ANALYSIS:
The Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) is a 20 year policy document that identifies all
of the major roadway and transit projects in the region. SACOG updates this document
approximately every 3 years. All projects must be listed in the MTP in order to determine
conformity with air quality standards.- In addition, a transportation project must be listed in
the MTP in order to be eligible for federal or state funds. The City is undertaking the North
East Area Transportation Study (NEATS) which identifies candidate projects in the Richards/
Railyards and South Natomas areas for inclusion in the MTP.
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POLICY IMPLEMENTATION RECOMMENDATIONS
A. Encourage and facilitate the following projects, which are critical to further development
in the CBD and the Richards Blvd. areas. As noted above, some projects are included in
the MTP, and some are both included in the MTP and are fully funded:
(1) Complete 7" Street extension in 2001, as planned
(2) Work with Regional Transit to encourage extension of Light Rail Transit to Natomas
(3) Facilitate construction of additional short-term public parking in the K Street District
in conjunction with private development (such as Metro Place and Lot A)
(4) Undertake planning and environmental studies to prepare for implementation of
NEATS projects
(5) Focus on streetscape improvements to critical vehicle and pedestrian corridors
B. - Delivery of quality of North Natomas communities will rely upon the sequential
appearance of additional arterials and freeway ramp systems, as well as freeway
overcrossings. The Stadium/ Arena interchange and ramps on 1-5 need to be completed
within the next three to five years. This will stimulate job locations in the EC
(employment center) land use designation areas which will, in turn, help to drive the
viability of the North Natomas housing markets. (P. VII-5)
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Exhibit A-1
RETAIL LAND USE DESIGNATIONS IN NORTH NATOMAS
(excerpted from pp. 7-8, 26-27 of the Community Plan)
Regional Shopping Center: Provide convenient access to existing regional shopping
centers, Downtown and Arden Fair. The plan was amended to designate one regional
commercial center totaling 60.9 acres at the northwest corner of Truxel Road and
Interstate 80. The center, known as Natomas Marketplace, offers discount oriented retail
goods and services to the three nearby communities, North Natomas, South Natomas, and
North Sacramento, as well as the surrounding region. The anchor tenants include a home
improvement store and general department store, as well as other large retailers.
.Community Commercial Centers (CC): Two community commercial centers are located
within the plan, one on each side of Interstate 5. These centers offer comparison
shopping as well as convenience items. The anchor tenant is a junior departmIent store, a
large variety or discount store. Other tenants may include specialty clothing stores,
furniture or appliance stores, jewelry stores, and entertainment services.
The Town Center, located along Del Paso Road between East Commerce Way and
Truxel Road, is a high intensity, mixed use focal point of the communitiy that
includes commercial, residential, employment, park, and civic uses. The
commercial located at the Town Center consists of two sites, the 22 net acre
Transit Commercial site, incorporated into the light rail station, that anchors the
west end of 'the Town Center and the 42.2 net acre Community Commercial site
that anchors the east end. The transit commercial center is intended to serve the
daily, carry-home goods and service needs of the transit rider- residenti, worker, or
visitor. A typical tenant in the transit commercial center might be a florist, dry
cleaners, ice cream shop, bakery, beauty parlor, coffee shop, deli, etc. The
community commercial site is more intended to serve the durable goods needs of
the community. A typical tenant in the community commercial site miight be a
home improvement center, furniture store, junior department store or discount
variety store. Approximately 46,000± residents on the east side of I- are served
by this community commercial center.
The Westside Center, located at the southwest corner of Del Paso and El Centro
Roads, is intended to provide retail goods and services to the residents on the west
side of 1-5. The commercial site occupies 26.4 ± net acres. Approxi i ately
20,000± residents live in the service area on the west side of 1-5. The commercial
center is served by a bus transit center located at the same corner. A typical
tenant would be similar to the Town Center community commercial uses but
smaller to reflect the smaller service population.
Village Commercial Centers (VC): Four village commercial and two village-sized, transit
mercial or
commercial sites are proposed to be located in the plan area. Each village commercial
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village-sized, transit commercial site is designed to serve two to four neighborhoods,
between 9,500 to 19,000 residents. The village commercial sites range in size from 5 to
13 net acres with 60,000 to 160,000 square feet of building. The leading tenant is a
grocery store and/or drug store and the center consists of 5 to 30 stores. TI ^Vo of the
village commercial sites are located near a light rail station and one is served by a bus
transit center. All six village commercial sites are within walking or bicycling distance,
with minimal physical barriers, of the neighborhoods they serve.
Neighborhood Convenience Commercial (NCC): Neighborhood convenience commercial
(NCC) is intended to provide the day-to-day, carry-out convenience goods and services to
an immediate neighborhood. A typical neighborhood convenience commercial tenant
might be a coffee shop/ deli, convenience market, grocery store, service station, or dry
cleaners/ laundromat. There are twelve neighborhood convenience commercial sites
distributed in the North Natomas Community. They range in size up to three acres. Their
primary market area is the immediate neighborhood in which they are located. To avoid
providing too much commercial space or injuring the markets of existing businesses, a
market study shall be completed during the Special Permit entitlement process for any
proposed commercial use that is not consistent with the plan.
Transit Commercial (TC): The transit commercial center is intended to serve transit
passengers with pass-by goods and services. TC is an evolving land use that initially
serves the village and matures to serve primarily the transit rider as transit service
becomes available. Tenants may include dry cleaners, bakery, barber/beauty salon, florist,
coffee shop, newsstand, photocopy service, auto service, bike service, liquor store, etc.
Three transit commercial sites are located on the plan. Village sized transit commercial
centers are located at the station at Truxel and Arena/North Market and the most northerly
station along East Commerce. A community sized center is located at the Town Center
station.
I
Highway Commercial (HC): The Highway Commercial (HC) uses provided in the plan are
primarily intended to meet the auto travel needs of short-term visitors in the North
Natomas Community area and, secondarily, to meet the travel needs of the residents and
workers. A typical HC use would be a hotel/motel, service station, or restaurant/deli. HC
sites located in the plan include sites at the northwest and southeast cornersJ of the Del
Paso Road/ I-5 interchange, totaling 13.2 ± net acres and 16.7 ± net acres respectively,
and one small site located at the Truxel Road/ 1-80 interchange, totaling 2.5 +net acres.
The total number of net acres of Highway Commercial is 32.4± acres.
EC Support Commercial: A maximum of 10 percent of any EC PUD can be devoted to
support retail serving the commercial needs of the employees and employers i A typical
EC commercial use would be a printing/copy shop, dry.cleaners, travel agent specialty
store, etc.
Warehouse Retail: Warehouse retail uses could be located in North Natomas if they meet
the following criteria:
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a)
b)
c)
d)

close freeway access, not necessarily adjacent to the freeway;
access to an arterial with sufficient capacity to accommodate the traffic generated
by this use;
not adjacent to residential uses; and
generally acceptable in light industrial areas.
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Sacramento City Council
Mayor and Members

of the City Council
915 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814,
Re:

Item 11.1.
L. Regional Retail Market Study Citywide,
North Natomas and Downtown

Dear Mayor and Members of the Sacramento City Council:
The follow'ing are. comments on the Staff Report and Recommendations to the
City Council for the March 28, 2000, meeting on the Retail Study. The comments are
submitted on behalf of our. clients, Westfield America, Inc. ("Westfield"), the owners of
Downtown Plaza, and David Taylor and his companies ("Taylor"). As the Council is
aware, Mr. Taylor has developed the two downtown office buildings, and the IMAX
Theater, and currently has the Sheraton Convention Center Hotel under construction.
Westfield and Taylor are parties to an exclusive negotiation agreement with the City for
the purchase and development of Lot A.. Concurrently, Westfield is pursuing the
expansion of retail and entertainment uses along the K Street Mall as well as reinforcing
the regional retail position of Downtown Plaza.
The City has been working on the redevelopment of its downtown for over 40
years. The loss of all of its major department stores to the developing suburbs
coincided with the start of redevelopment in the 8-block west-end area along K Street
between 3rd and 7`'' Streets. After Macy's opened a free-standing store in that area in
1964, it was another seven years before the first phase of retail shops was opened. It
took another decade for Downtown Plaza to become a functioning downtown mall with
two, then three major department stores, and it wasn't until the early 1990s, after a $157
million renovation, that it became a regional mall in a competitive sense. In light of this
long history, it should be a priority for the City to focus on the expansion of retail,
dining and entertainment uses along K Street. The City must stay on course with the
redevelopment program set out for downtown and to protect the large private and
public investments that have already been made pursuant to that program.

The following are specific comments on the Staff Report's recommendations as
they pertain to Sacramento's downtown:
YUBA CITY OFFICE
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P.O. BOX 776
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Recommendation 3.

Encourage and facilitate the revitalization of K Street as an
active retail address' by facilitating expansion of
Downtown Plaza east of 7t Street. Focus on^ retail, dining
and entertainment to enhance the position of Downtown
Plaza and the K Street Mall as a regional attraction. (p. 9)

Recommendation 4.

Assemble land in the K Street District to facilitate
development of new retail, commercial and mixed-use
residential projects. (p. 11)

Westfield and Taylor support these statements of policy.
While the Policy Implementation Recommendations (p. 9-10) focus on the
current efforts of Westfield and Taylor, it is important to implement these
recommendations in a broader context of continuing long term goals for
downtown and not just in the context of specific proposals or specific developers.
The City and its Redevelopment Agency should focus efforts on enhancing and
expanding Downtown Plaza along K Street to include new retail, dining and
entertainment venues to maximize the existing commercial core and to add to the
link between Old Sacramento and the Convention Center. (See attached article
Downtown Must Stay a High Priority for City published in tlie Sacramento
Business Tournal on February 25, 2000.) To reach this goal, Westfield-Taylor is in
negotiations with owners of key sites along the two blocks east of Downtown
Plaza, between 7' and 9t' Streets. Staff recognizes in Recommendation No. 4 that
City participation in this effort will likely be necessary to complete the assembly
of land in the K Street District.
I
In addition, to assist in this enhancement and expansion, Westfield has
announced the involvement of the Jerde Partnership International, to plan and
design a vision for the future of the k Street Mall from the Downtown Plaza
beyond 9t' Street to the Sacramento Convention Center. This planriing effort will
involve business owners, state workers and other members of the city center
community. (See attached article Envisioning,A Rebirth of K Street Mall published
in the Sacramento Bee on March 28, 2000.)

Westfield is also actively negotiating with a major cinema operator. Crucial to
the success of the negotiations for a new multi-screen cinema complex along K
Street is a strong policy statement from the City that the City remains committed
to the priority redevelopment of this area.
Westfield requests that the City take the additional step of stating a strong
commitment to K Street for retail, dining, and entertainment separate and apart
from the Westfield-Taylor proposal. The importance of the K Stri eet District to
the continued success of downtown depends on the efforts oo f developers
generally, as well as businesses and merchants. While Westfieid is strongly
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committed to the success of the K Street District, the City should actively support
other projects for downtown retail, dining, and entertainment along K Street as
opportunities arise.
Recommendation 5.

Encourage and facilitate the development of the Union
Pacific Railyards for a mixture of urban scale uses (retail,
residential, office and , public) that are colmplementary
components to the Central Business District. (p. 11)

This policy as stated could be made more specific in terms of the priority of K
Street and the Downtown District.
Also, . Policy Implementation
Recommendation E (p. 12) suggests changes in the Railyards Specific Plan.
If the Railyards Specific Plan, after years of intense planning and analysis and
millions of dollars spent in preparation and adoption, is to be opened up for
amendment, then it is paramount for the City to take a hard look at the
opportunity for the Railyards site to provide the type of large floorplate building
sites for information-based technology companies which are in such high
demand and being developed outside of the City along the Highway 50 and
Highway 80 corridors. These large floorplate uses would support the existing
and developing downtown retail, dining, and entertainment uses and they
would address a particular and growirig demand for space for these companies
that the City currently cannot accommodate. They would also increase the
demand for downtown market rate housing.

We believe a policy statement consistent with City planning goals would
be:
5.

Encourage and facilitate the development of the
Union Pacific Railyards to achieve the goals of the
approved plans. Consider modifications to those
plans to support, and not compete with K Street and
the Central Business District, in furtherance of the
underlying goals of the plans.

With the Retail Study before it, the City is faced with some critical decisions
which will have long term impacts on the health and vitality of the Cityi s Downtown
District and its core tax base, as well as the developing North Natomas area.
Long standing planning goals and objectives are in place for these areas. Public
and private investments have been made and continue to be pursued in response to
these planning goals and objectives, which is what sound planning is designed to both
encourage and maintain.
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Thank you for considering these comments. '
Very truly yours,

Edward J. Quinn, Jr.
EJQ:SM:lf
Attachments (2)
cc:
Gary Stonehouse
Andy Plescia

rnust stay a high priority for city
along K Street between 3rd
and 7th streets.

isit' the downtowns of two cities pro-.
claiming themselves as "world class,"
V Dallas and Atlanta, and. you will see in
downtown Dallas a lone Neiman-Marcus store
in an area of deterioration, anc1 in downtown
Atlanta the loss of retailing, dining and entertairiment that has fled the city center for the
prosperous Buckhead area.
By contrast, thanks to a long history of commitment on the part of the city, Sacramento's
downtown has a good base and great potential.
Sacramento city officials have properly signaled that the completion of downtown must remain a high priority, and that the preferred location for a major cinema complex is K Street, not
the Union Pacific railyard, as a key part of the
city's strategy to complete its downtown as a
regional retail, dining and entertainment center
to complement the government, office, convention, tourism and existing retail base that's here.
The Mills project - talked about but never
formally presented, and requiring an amendment to the railyard plan with an unknown
price tag - would have been in direct competition with this goal and with the goal of the railyard plan to support and complement downtown, not detract from it.

JOE
COOMES

After Macy's opened a
free-standing store in that
area in 1964, it. was another
seven years before the first
phase of retail shops was
opened.
It took another decade
for Downtown Plaza to become a functioning downtown mall with two, then
three, . major department
stores, and it wasn't until the
early 1990s, after a $157 million renovation, that it be-

came a regional mall in a competitive sense.
Today, as a result of major public and private

investments, downtown is anchored on the
west end with the Downtown Plaza and Old
Sacramento, and on the east end with the
Community Theater, Convention Center, Hyatt
Hotel and the Sheraton Hotel under construction, new office buildings and the Imax Theater.
The Capitol and state office complex support
downtown from the south, and the local government complex and new federal courthouse
support downtown from the north.
Downtown property owners and businesses
Decades of work: The city has been working
on the redevelopment of its downtown for more are assessing themselves through the Downtown Partnership to create a clean, safe, friendthan 40 years.
The loss of all of its major department stores. ly and attractive environment. Only the heart of
to' the developing suburbs coincided with the downtown, K Street from 7th to 12th streets,
start of redevelopment with the acquisition and remains to be completed.
As a high percentage of regional growth
clearance of the eight-block west-end area

occurs in the suburbs, the city must constantly
"reinvent" its downtown core to remain competitive and protect its large public and private
investment and its tax base.

The important goal of attracting new market
rate housing into the central city is linked to a
viable and attractive downtown.
Praise the perseverance: In summary, no
great city ever developed without a strong
municipal agenda guiding public and private investment and reinvestment.
As Sir Peter Hall has observed in this recent
book "Cities in Civilization," cities have always
faced the problem of leveraging public funding
to stimulate new private investment which in
turn creates new- municipal revenue.
It is a difficult balancing act, and even great
cities such as London and Paris have struggled
with it. That is as true for Sacramento and its
downtown as it is for other cities that have successfully revitalized their urban cores. The
effort requires a strong public policy,commitment and persistence over time.

Sacramento's elected and civic leadership,
past and present, are to be commended, not
criticized, for their farsighted perseverance.
Joe Coomes is a senior member of the
Sacramento law firm of McDonough; Holland
& Allen. A former Sacramento city attorney, his
statewide law practice has focused on land use,
downtown redevelopment and military base
reuse. He has negotiated major downtown projects in San Jose, San Francisco, Portland, Ore.,
Sacramento and other cities.
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Envisioninga rebirt

K Street

Renowned architect is hired;
we^Old ^ ^ bopea ^pn A. Jerde can create a
blueprint for redovelopmeat of the pedestrian plaza
for Downtown Plaza expansion that now. runs- the gamut ftolb; empty.storefronts to
..
:

Ma,

between the plaza'e Seventh Street entrance
and Ninth street, property that Westfield and down.town developer David Taylor hope to acquire from a
the poawnew Esquire Grill andTheater.
.variety of landowners.
By Bob Walter andlbny Bi4ak
Jerde'e firm apecializea in creating large retail and
The Weatfieldftylor partnership wants to extend
Bee staff Writers
mixed-use projecte, such as San Diego's Horton Pla- the plaza there as. part ofa project to develop Lot A, a
One of the world'e best-known architects and ur- za, which became a model for redevelopment and has" prominent piece of city-owned property - now used
ban visionaries has been hired to forge a rebirth of. been called the most important mall ever built in 'an as a parking lot-that is botinded by Sixth and Sevthe K Street Mail between Downtown Plaza and the American downtown. Jerde also redeaigned- the capi- enthetreets and Capitol Mall and L Street.
Jerde'e hiring was. announced as city officials preSacramento Community Convention Center, the pla- tal's" DovmtownPlaza inttie early 190a
Westfield, which bought Downtown Plaza in 1998,
za'e owner said Monday.
is hiring JeHe to design' a master plan for the two
Please seeKSMSIN, page AD
ft I

K Stireete: Mall pr. ojee
to be discussed xoni
City Economic Development Di- •' y
Continued from page Al
pared ^o focus their energy on the rector Andy Ple^aa said he will
K Street Mall's long-awaited ride- suggest-that,
velopment, a project they. consider some regional centers
to be Sacramento's most impor=;, . that are unique, hava'stiyuig
power and don't-compete ^eith the tant piece of unfinished business.
I"'I'he measage- is: We'=e doing neighborhood ceaters'.
well, now let's just get it done and • As for the Downtown' Plaza ex- .
have a success before' we branch panBion, Mayor'Jfee eaid `'
out elsewhere," said Wendy Saun- Weatfield's hiring of Jerde lartd'ers, the city's downtown develop- nerehip International was an "ex°
niedt manager. Saunders will de- citing opportunity for all of us Who'
liver that message to the City are dedicated to the r;edevelopC^ouncil tonight during a mesjor mint of downtown Sadinientn:". `. '•
Jerde's company is responsible
hearing an the future of new retail
for high-profile projects that.
development in Sacramento,
ILast year, a shc:•pping and en- range 'from the Bellagio l;,iotelteutainment complex proposed for casino in Las Vegas and Universal
Il'i^ion Pacific's downtown rail City Walk in Southern California
yard caused confusion about to retail projects in Australia, Inwliere downtown retail develop- donesia and Argentina.
"1'his is the pre-eminebt compament should go next.
But the aspiring developer, the ny. 'in the world in creating preMills Corp., gave up and left town mier destinations," said >rarry
last month. Mills officials said it Green, Westfield's development
was dear the city was going to director.
lean toward the redevelopment of
K Street, not their rail-yard pro. .
ject.

Jerde's role will expand 'beyond
the Downtown Plaza prqject to involve a 'study of the entire K

In the aftermath of Mills' depar- Street Mall, Green said; aa well as
bure - after many years of waiting Lot A, the rest of Capitol Mall and
for something to happen at the properties along L Street,
Westfield hopes Jerde's vision
rail yard - city officials were criticized for their perceived mistreat- becomes a- blueprint for the ultimen,t of a big-time developer.
mate redevelopment of the area,
City Manager Bob Thomas, much as the architect helped spur
however, said Mills appeared to redevelopment.in downtown Sanwant $75 million worth of city ta Monica.
help^to make the project go.
Jerde, whose firm is based in
"We didn't blow it," Thomas Venice ,Beach, has been called an
said.l `The question was, 'Where -alchemist in the urban condiaxe we going to put our public in- tion." '
"We work on large sites that'are
vestment downtown?' Our choiae:
bigger than a building yet smaller
the k Street Mall,"
Me'anwhile, city officials are far than a city," he wrote in a 1998 esleas certain how. to handle retail say. "Some would call them diatricts or neighborhoods - areas
growth in North Natomas.
Several major developers want with enough urban substance to the city to change land use policy , activate a full set of complex expein the area to allow' large retail riences. We make them places."
centers along Interstate 80 near
'Ihuxel Road. But a competing set'
of developers is urging the city to
deny those rezones, saying it
*would Iundermine plans to build
smaller -shopping centers tucked into the new neighborhoods.
The council will make no decisions on specific projects tonight
but is expected to -establish some
policy guidelines. City officials believe small centers in North Natomas L with supermarkets, dry
_cleanersand service-related shops --- will make the neighborhoods
more vibrant, cohesive and durable than many typical suburban
subdim' 'ions.
Consultant Dave Wilcox Of Economic Research Associates also
will rep ^rt to the council his sense
of how much retail the city con
support, what type, and where.

He will tell the council to stick •
with its lpriority of supporting
smaller community shopping centers in North Natomas, saying
large retail complexes next to the
freeway could ,undermine the
nc;irl.l.n►1..wa^e..4nra QP 4hnv nfTn^
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